Abstract Total disc replacement (TDR) clinical success has been reported to be related to the residual motion of the operated level. Thus, accurate measurement of TDR range of motion (ROM) is of utmost importance. One commonly used tool in measuring ROM is the Oxford Cobbometer. Little is known however on its accuracy (precision and bias) in measuring TDR angles. The aim of this study was to assess the ability of the Cobbometer to accurately measure radiographic TDR angles. An anatomically accurate synthetic L4-L5 motion segment was instrumented with a CHARITE artificial disc. The TDR angle and anatomical position between L4 and L5 was fixed to prohibit motion while the motion segment was radiographically imaged in various degrees of rotation and elevation, representing a sample of possible patient placement positions. An experienced observer made ten readings of the TDR angle using the Cobbometer at each different position. The Cobbometer readings were analyzed to determine measurement accuracy at each position. Furthermore, analysis of variance was used to study rotation and elevation of the motion segment as treatment factors. Cobbometer TDR angle measurements were most accurate (highest precision and lowest bias) at the centered position (95.5%), which placed the TDR directly inline with the x-ray beam source without any rotation. In contrast, the lowest accuracy (75.2%) was observed in the most rotated and off-centered view. A difference as high as 4°between readings at any individual position, and as high as 6°between all the positions was observed. Furthermore, the Cobbometer was unable to detect the expected trend in TDR angle projection with changing position. Although the Cobbometer has been reported to be reliable in different clinical applications, it lacks the needed accuracy to measure TDR angles and ROM. More accurate ROM measurement methods need to be developed to help surgeons and researchers assess radiological success of TDRs.
Introduction
Total disc arthroplasty is an alternative to interbody fusion for the treatment of degenerative disc disease. However, unlike interboby fusion, the design of a total disc replacement (TDR) aims to provide the advantage of motion preservation at the operated level. With considerable ([5°) segmental flexion-extension range of motion (ROM), TDRs have been correlated to better clinical outcomes [7] , and suggested to have reduced long-term risk in the development of radiographic adjacent level degeneration [8, 18] . Correct surgical placement of the TDR has been reported to be essential in achieving these improved clinical outcomes as well as flexion-extension ROM [3, 17] . Accurate post-operative measurement of TDR ROM is thus important in gauging both implant performance and surgical outcome.
The increasing use of TDRs has made measurement accuracy of TDR flexion-extension ROM a topic of interest. The Oxford Cobbometer is a commonly used tool in clinical practice to radiographically measure deformity and spinal ROM (Fig. 1) . Using an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) analysis, the inter-observer (ICC C 0.939) and intra-observer (ICC = 0.856-0.976) agreements for spinal deformity assessment using the Cobbometer have been shown to be reliable [19] . The authors of the study report a 2°absolute mean difference between readings and a ± 5.8°limit of agreement (± 2SD, 95%) improving on previous findings using the traditional Cobb method [2, 19] . Knowing that the Cobbometer is reliable in repeated readings as shown by the inter-and intra-observer agreements tells us only about its precision however, and not necessarily about its measurement bias. Further improvements in accuracy (i.e., increases in precision and reductions in bias) may be necessary when evaluating TDR ROM as this motion has been suggested to be less than that observed for the normal spine [5, 6] .
Confidence in the clinical angle measurements made using the Oxford Cobbometer and advances in accuracy can only be expected following an understanding of both the precision and bias errors present in the measurement. This study aims to evaluate the ability of the Oxford Cobbometer, a commonly used clinical tool for TDR ROM measurements, to accurately detect known TDR angle deviations occurring as a result of variations in patient placement positions with respect to the x-ray beam source. To achieve this objective, both bias and precision errors are evaluated for TDR angle measurements made using the Oxford Cobbometer. Furthermore, a secondary goal of this study is to determine a Cobbometer based angular threshold that must be surpassed before one can be certain that TDR motion has occurred. A threshold is important for identifying with confidence that the angle differences measured between readings are indeed indicative of true TDR motion and not the result of obliquely imaged angle deviations resulting from variations in patient placement.
Materials and methods
All of the Cobbometer measurements in this study were made on radiographic images granted from a previous computational study [10] . Complete procedural details of the computational study are presented elsewhere [10] and summarized here. An anatomically accurate synthetic L4-L5 motion segment was instrumented with a CHARITE artificial disc (DePuy Spine, Raynham, MA, USA). The instrumented motion segment was mounted to a frame allowing for independent rotation and elevation of the motion segment while holding the TDR angle and anatomical position between L4 and L5 fixed. The fixed motion segment was imaged at seven rotations (-15°, -10°, -5°, 0°, +5°, +10°, and +15°) and four elevations (0, -5, -10, and -15 cm) within the radiographic field of view, giving a total of 28 digital radiographs. The negative and positive rotations corresponded to turning and facing the anterior part of the motion segment toward the detecting plate or x-ray source, respectively.
Each of the 28 digital radiographs was measured using the Cobbometer, as would be done in clinical practice, on ten separate occasions, in random order, by a blinded experienced observer. The observer was instructed to use the external corners of the inferior and superior TDR endplates as landmarks for the angle measurements. A total of 280 angles were measured.
The resulting measurements are summarized using descriptive statistics. The term ''trial angle'' is used to identify the mean value of the ten repeated angle readings at each of the 28 imaged positions. The ''absolute angle'' is used to represent the mean of the 28 trial angles. Bias errors were determined by taking the difference between the mean Cobbometer angle (trial angle) measurements and the expected angles at each position. The expected (i.e., calibrated or true) angle at each position was determined using a high accuracy computational approach and a set of Steinmann pins instrumented on the same motion segment and seen on the 28 radiographs [10] . Furthermore, a t-test was employed to compare and identify significant differences between the clinical Cobbometer based angle measurements and the expected angles. A precision interval for the Cobbometer measurements was determined at a 95% probability level. In addition, to provide an overall estimate of measurement error, a percent accuracy (A) for each position was determined using the following equation:
where h is the expected angle, and b is the angle measured using the Cobbometer. Finally, a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to study the interactions and average effects of rotation and elevation on the Cobbometer measured angles. Significance levels were categorized as extremely statistical significant (a = 0.001), highly statistical significant (a = 0.01), and statistically significant (a = 0.05).
Results
Cobbometer TDR angle measurements were most accurate (95.5%) at the centered position (0 cm,0°) which placed the TDR directly inline with the x-ray beam source (Table 1 ). Measurements at this position were also the most precise (± 1.0°, 95% probability) and had the least amount of bias (0.6°) (Fig. 2a) . In contrast, Cobbometer measurements at the -15 cm, + 15°position had the lowest accuracy (75.2%), the least precision (± 3.2°, 95% probability), and highest magnitude of bias (3.8°) (Fig. 2b) . A difference of 4°(largest range) between readings at an individual position was observed at the -5 cm, -15°; -10 cm, -15°; -15 cm, + 5°; and the -15 cm, + 15°p ositions (Table 2 ). In contrast, the least variation (smallest range) between readings was 1.0°at the 0 cm,0°; 0 cm, + 10°; and -5 cm, -5°positions (Fig. 3) . Considering all of the 280 clinical angle measurements made using the Cobbometer on the motionless TDR radiographs, irrespective of position, the maximum and minimum readings were 15°and 9°, respectively, resulting in a 6°m easurement variation.
Comparing between the expected and clinically measured angles at each position using a t-test, extremely significant differences were identified in all but the following four positions: 0 cm, -5°; -5 cm, -15°; -10 cm, -15°; and -10 cm, -10°. The repeated readings at position 0 cm, -5°were found to be highly statistically significant, the readings at positions: -5 cm, -15°and -10 cm, -10°w
ere statistically significantly, whereas the readings at position -10 cm, -15°were not significantly different. The expected angles showed a larger range and a different trend with changing position as compared to what could be detected using the clinical Cobbometer. This is exemplified at the 0-cm elevation with changing rotation in Fig. 4 .
Both rotation and elevation of the motion segment were studied as treatment factors using a balanced design repeated measures two-way ANOVA. The clinical Cobbometer measurements showed elevation effects to be extremely statistically significant (P = 0.0001). Rotation (P = 0.344) and interaction (P = 0.622) effects were found to be insignificant. This finding leads to the conclusion that elevation of the motion segment can independently affect the value of the observed TDR angle. 
Discussion
Accurate post-operative measurement of TDR ROM is important in assessing both implant performance and surgical outcome. Small amounts of TDR motion may considerably influence clinical outcome [6] [7] [8] 15] . TDR motion greater than 5°has been suggested to reduce the incidence of adjacent level degeneration [6] [7] [8] . Previous studies report on observer agreement statistics in TDR ROM measurements which tell us only about measurement precision [1, 14, 15] . This study aims to report on TDR angle measurement accuracy, analyzing both precision and bias errors, of the commonly used Oxford Cobbometer. Furthermore, we aim to establish a Cobbometer based threshold angle at which variations in patient placement with respect to the x-ray beam source during imaging, known to result in angle deviations during measurement, are not misinterpreted as TDR motion.
Findings from this study suggest that the Cobbometer may lack the accuracy to measure TDR angles and in turn ROM. Currently, it is common clinical practice for example, to center the x-ray beam at the mid-lumbar spine and not at the level of the arthroplasty. Our findings show that when the TDR is positioned below the centered position (e.g., at the -15 cm,0°), even without any motion segment rotation, Cobbometer measurement accuracy is reduced from 95.5 to 88.0% (see Table 1 ). Both of the constituent errors, precision and bias, are increased from ± 1.0°to ± 2.2°, and from 0.6°t o 1.6°, respectively. In the worse case, when patient rotation is introduced (e.g., -15 cm,15°), the Cobbometer measurement accuracy is further reduced to 75.2% with decreasing precision (± 3.2°) and increasing bias (3.8°). At this position, the bias error exceeds the precision interval, and the Cobbometer is no longer capable of measuring the true angle. It is thus recommended from these findings, to aim at minimizing Cobbometer measurement error by placing the patient parallel to the plate with the beam centered not at the mid-lumbar spine, but at the level of the arthroplasty. In terms of the Cobbometer's ability to detect the known trend in TDR angle deviations caused by variations in patient placement during imaging [10] , the results form this study suggest that the Cobbometer, although shown to be a reliable tool in measuring fracture kyphosis [19] , has limited sensitivity. The expected trend with changing position was not followed by the Cobbometer (see Fig. 4 ). Extremely statistically significant differences between the Cobbometer findings and the expected values were identified in most positions. Furthermore, the ANOVA findings from the Cobbometer measurements conclude that only elevation of the motion segment can independently affect the value of the observed TDR angle. In contrast, expected values have been found to be highly (elevation effects) and extremely (rotational effects) statistically significant without interaction, leading to the conclusion that both rotation and elevation can independently effect the TDR angles measured [10] . These findings suggest that further research is needed with an aim at developing newer measurement approaches/instruments that improve on the Cobbometer's accuracy in making TDR angle measurements.
In terms of a threshold for motion, inherent radiographic Cobb angle measurement errors have lead studies to adapt a value as low as 2°between flexion-extension radiographs that must be surpassed before the occurrence of TDR motion [6] . Other studies however continue to report TDR flexion-extension ROM values even below this suggested 2°threshold [13, 17] . A recent study suggests that a threshold angle of at least 4.6°between flexion-extension radiographs must be measured before one can be certain that the ROM of the TDR is not 0 [15] . Furthermore, previous findings using the same motionless (by protocol, not by design) TDR as in the present study, have shown that variations in patient placement (rotation and elevation at the level of the arthroplasty) with respect to the radiographic beam source may lead to angle measurement inaccuracies and misinterpretations concerning TDR motion [10] . The authors, using a high accuracy computational based measurement method, report a threshold angle as high as 5.34°. Differences in TDR angle measurements below this threshold may be attributed to patient placement and may at times be incorrectly interpreted as TDR motion. Using a high accuracy computational based approach however, produces a lower end in the measurement error as compared to what can be expected in everyday clinical practice. Thus even the 4.6°threshold previously reported for the occurrence of motion may indeed be low [15] .
The current study takes a more clinical approach, as compared to the aforementioned computational study, to address this issue by evaluating the accuracy of the commonly used Cobbometer in making TDR angle measurements. Based on the same sample of patient placement positions and using the same motionless TDR protocol, differences in Cobbometer readings were as high as 6°between the extreme maximum and minimum readings (see Table 2 ). This range, calculated by subtracting the TDR maximum and minimum angle readings from all the positions evaluated, prior to any averaging, presents the error range for the worse case scenario observed. Thus, these findings suggest that from one Cobbometer reading to another, even without any TDR motion, the observer may be mislead to believe that as much as 6°of motion has occurred. This observed motion, caused from limitations in instrumentation (Cobbometer), patient placement (rotation and elevation), and measurement method (TDR endplates) is reduced when looking at the maximum range for a single position. At a single position, the largest difference between the ten repeated readings was found to be 4.0°. This suggests that for a single reading (i.e., either the flexion or extension reading in a TDR ROM measurement) an error of as much as 4.0°may be observed. Caution should be taken however, when interpreting these findings. As mentioned previously, instrument (i.e., Cobbometer) bias may exceed its precision leading to inaccurate measurements and findings. Thus, in practice, the Cobbometer may be an inaccurate tool in measuring TDR angles. Our study is limited to a single measurement method using the external corners of the inferior and superior TDR endplates as landmarks for the angle measurements. Other studies have looked at different radiographic methods for measurement of fracture kyphosis [11, 19] , sagittal translation [20] , and TDR ROM [1, 14] . In our case, the decision to use a Cobbometer was based on its simplicity, proven reliability [19] , and frequent use in clinical practice. Our goal was to replicate TDR angle measurements as would be performed at a typical clinical setting.
Anterior-posterior translation was not tested since it would be equivalent to elevation the only difference being the orientation of the angle to be measured. Similarly sagittal rotation was not tested since angular measurements would be unaffected due to the divergent nature of the x-ray beam.
The use of a motion segment without the surrounding tissue and body mass presents an additional limitation. Our findings however, suggest that the Cobbometer may be an inaccurate way to measure TDR angles, a conclusion which would be further amplified with a reduction in radiographic imaging quality that may follow with the added body mass.
In summary, since measurement of ROM is important in assessing the success of TDRs, it is crucial to aim at minimizing Cobbometer measurement error by placing the patient parallel to the plate with the beam centered not at the mid-lumbar spine, but at the level of the arthroplasty. This may be difficult to do in practice however. Even if the patient is optimally placed, rotational malposition of the TDR itself may cause decreases in measurement accuracy.
Furthermore, maintaining a comparable TDR alignment in flexion and extension views may be especially difficult. We must thus aim at developing newer three-dimensional measurement approaches/instruments that improve TDR angle measurement accuracy. Radiostereometric analysis (RSA) may be a way forward. RSA involves implantation of tantalum markers to analyze implant and joint micromotion and has been shown to be accurate [4, 9, 12, 16, 21] . Further work is needed to evaluate this technology for use in TDR ROM measurements. Presently, clinicians should be aware of the inherent limitations in Cobbometer radiographic TDR angle measurements, especially when measurements show a small TDR ROM.
